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The FBI is warning travelers to be on guard following a spike in attempted credit card fraud nationwide. A type of
cybercrime called “carding” involves cybercrooks who use techniques like ATM skimmers to trick customers into giving

them their personal information. The crooks then use the information to create fake credit cards and sell the cards to
others. They can then use the cards to take out expensive purchases. Benjamin Coschignano is with the FBI’s Denver field
office. He says these types of credit card scams could happen anywhere, including on planes. “You are isolated for a few

hours on an airplane and it’s a perfect place for somebody to steal information from somebody or take money from
somebody and use the money for their own purposes,” said Coschignano. Coschignano says the latest announcement of
carding is the result of a partnership between the FBI, the Department of Homeland Security, the U.S. Postal Inspection
Service and various private companies. The FBI is advising travelers to be careful about what their wireless devices can

do. “If you are working in a major city, be on the lookout. If you are working in a suburban city, be on the lookout. If you
are working in a rural area, be on the lookout,” said Coschignano. Coschignano says this is the best way to avoid being
victimized. He suggests turning off your devices and setting your network security password to something simple like
“password.” “Think back to when you were a kid and your parents bought you a new toy. When you got the toy, if you
didn’t have the right password, the toy was locked and you couldn’t play with it,” said Coschignano. As a result of these

carding scams, the FBI is seeing a rise in attempts to use stolen credit cards to make ATM withdrawals. The FBI is
describing these activities as “classic pump and dump,” where the crook plants a device on the side of a cash machine and

grabs hundreds of dollars
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